Learning algorithms have been proposed as a non-selective mechanism capable of creating complex adaptive systems in life. Evolutionary learning however has not been demonstrated to be a plausible cause for the origin of a specific molecular system. Here we show that genetic codes as optimal as the Standard Genetic Code (SGC) emerge readily by following a molecular analog of the Hebb's rule ("neurons fire together, wire together"). Specifically, error-minimizing genetic codes are obtained by maximizing the number of physio-chemically similar amino acids assigned to evolutionarily similar codons. Formulating genetic code as a Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) with amino acids as "cities" and codons as "tour positions" and implemented with a Hopfield neural network, the unsupervised learning algorithm efficiently finds an abundance of genetic codes that are more errorminimizing than SGC. Drawing evidence from molecular phylogenies of contemporary tRNAs and aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, we show that co-diversification between gene sequences and gene functions, which cumulatively captures functional differences with sequence differences and creates a genomic "memory" of the living environment, provides the biological basis for the Hebbian learning algorithm. Like the Hebb's rule, the locally acting phylogenetic learning rule, which may simply be stated as increasing phylogenetic divergence for increasing functional difference, could lead to complex and robust life systems. Natural selection, while essential for maintaining gene function, is not necessary to act at system levels. For molecular systems that are self-organizing through phylogenetic learning, the TSP model and its Hopfield network solution offer a promising framework for simulating emerging behavior, forecasting evolutionary trajectories, and designing optimal synthetic systems.
Introduction Tank, 1986) . Instead of being used as a memory device, here the Hopfield network is used as a computational tool to search for optimal multivariate states. To solve the TSP, for example, a Hopfield network is simulated with N 2 neurons, each representing the probability of a city being visited at a tour position. An energy function is defined to reflect both the constraints (e.g., each city to be visited once and the salesman can visit only one city at a time) and a measurement to be minimized (e.g., the tour length). When initialized with arbitrary activities, the network progressively reaches a minimum representing a locally shortest path as the energy function converges to a stable local minimum (Hopfield and Tank, 1986; Potvin, 1993) .
The original Hopfield-Tank algorithm was found difficult to replicate as the number of cities increases and a more efficient algorithm for finding shortest paths using neural normalization and simulated annealing was proposed (Bout and Miller, 1989) . The mean field of a neuron representing city X visited at tour position i is defined as:
, where dp is a penalty experimentally adjusted to ensure that only one city can occupy a tour position and vxi is the probability of city X at tour position i. Values of vxi's are assumed to obey a Boltzman distribution at any given simulated temperature T: ∝ − / . At each iterative updating step, the neuron outputs are normalized to sum up to one so that each value represents a true probability:
Finding a valid path depends on the temperature T and the penalty dp. As the temperature increases, neuron outputs become increasingly uniform ( → 1/ ). As the temperature drops to a critical value (T0), the neurons anneal to a steady low-energy state representing a stable, locally minimal-energy mapping between the cities and tour positions. Both the critical temperature T0 and dp that lead to valid tours are experimentally determined by simulations (Bout and Miller, 1989) .
Algorithm to generate optimal genetic codes using TSP

TSP model of SGC origin. The genetic code could be modeled as a tour in the Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP) so that it could be optimized by using a Hopfield neural network. We hypothesize that an optimal genetic code minimizes the total distance of a tour of 20 amino acids from one codon to next, analogous to a tour of N cities by a salesman from one time point to the next. To make the codons equivalent to the linearly ordered time points in a TSP, it is necessary to generate a linearly ordered sequence of codons that minimizes the cumulative mutational distance between codons (see "codon wheel" below).
To represent genetic codes as a TSP, we first construct a Hopfield network consisting of 21 x 21 neurons, the activity of each of which representing the probability of an amino acid ("cities") at a tour position. We measured distances between two amino acids (X and Y) by the Euclidean distance: = √∑ ( − ) 2 , where i stands for one of the physio-chemical indices (either hydrophobicity, polarity, volume, or isoelectric point; Table 1 ). To remove effects of difference in magnitudes when combining multiple indices, we rescale each index by normalizing the values to a mean of zero while maintaining the standard deviation. Values for stop codons are arbitrarily assigned to be an outlier (greater or less than two standard deviations from the mean).
Second, the neural network is initialized with uniformly distributed random activities centered at 0.5 (Hopfield and Tank, 1986) . The network is then optimized by following the simulated annealing algorithm with preset values of dp (e.g., dp=0.7) and T (e.g., T=0.1), determined experimentally to maximize the proportion of valid tour paths (Equations 2 & 3) (Bout and Miller, 1989) . Each resulting optimal tour path is checked for validity to ensure that all amino acids are covered and each amino acid is visited only once. Invalid paths are discarded and valid paths are saved for further processing.
Third, we map the amino acids from an optimal path produced by the Hopfield network to the 64 possible codons. Since there are more codons than amino acids it is necessary to assign multiple codons to a single amino acid.
Codon wheel. We construct a linear order of codons with minimal evolutionary distances by following known molecular evolutionary principles. First we give preference to mutations at the 3 rd codon position and then to those at the 1 st codon position, followed by those at the 2 nd codon position, reflecting increasing evolutionary distances of nucleotide substitutions from the 3 rd , to the 1 st , and the 2 nd codon positions. Second, for mutations introduced to the same codon positions, we give preference to transitions over tranversions, reflecting smaller evolutionary distances of transitions than transversions. Following these two rules, a linear sequence of codons, cycling the four bases at each codon position by the order of "AGCTTCGA" -a way to minimize the number of transversions -are uniquely defined and shown as a circular codon wheel (Figure 1 ). The codon wheel could alternatively be defined by any of the other three possible transversion-minimizing base-cycling orders ("AGTCCTGA", "GACTTCAG", and "GATCCTAG").
To assign multiple codons to the same amino acid, we start with an arbitrary codon in a codon wheel (e.g., "AAA") and travel clockwise through all codons, while labeling each codon with an integer determined by the order of distinct amino acid this codon is assigned to according to SGC (Figure 1) .
In other words, we assign each codon an "SGC address", which may or may not be shared with another codon. For example, starting from "AAA" in a codon wheel shown as Figure 1 , the codons are labeled as "AAA" (1), "AAG" (1), "AAC" (2), "AAT" (2), "GAT" (3), "GAC" (3), "GAG" (4), "GAA" (4), and so forth and end with "ATT" (19), "ATC" (19), "ATG" (20), and "ATA" (21). As such, an optimal amino-acid path generated by Hopfield network could be assigned to 64 codons based on tour positions. For example, if Lysine (K) has a tour position of 4 in a TSP path, it will be assigned to two codons "GAG" and "GAA", both of which have an "SGC address" of 4, although Lysine (K) is assigned to "AAA" and "AAG" in SGC.
Note that the SGC addresses of codons are arbitrarily assigned as long as they follow the order of a codon wheel. If tour positions of amino acids are random (i.e., not optimized by Hopfield network), this scheme is equivalent to a random permutation of amino acids among synonymous codon blocks (Freeland et al., 2000) . A Hopfield-optimized tour path of amino acids, on the other hand, is expected to be ordered to maximize the chance that similar amino acids are assigned to similar codons (Stoltzfus and Yampolsky, 2007) .
Statistical analysis of genetic codes
Randomized genetic codes. To test optimality of SGC and simulated genetic codes, we generate random codes as statistical controls by permuting the 20 amino acids and the stop signal among the 21 synonymous codon blocks (Freeland et al., 2000) . This randomization scheme is a stringent test of code optimality. It maintains the same codon degeneracy as in SGC while disrupting any correlation that might exist between amino acids and codon blocks (Freeland et al., 2000) .
Code optimality measured by mutational error. We quantify optimality of each code by calculating errors (i.e., changes in an index value) caused by single-nucleotide substitutions (Haig and Hurst, 1991) . The mutational error of a code, a measure of overall code fitness, is the average error across all pairs of single-mutation codons (Freeland et al., 2000) :
, where i is the source codon, j is the destination codon (stop codons excluded) differing from the source codon by a single nucleotide, is the ti/tv bias, and are the physio-chemical values of the two amino acids associated with the two codons, and n is the total number of one-nucleotide neighboring codon pairs. Statistical significance of the error of a code is assessed by the proportion of random codes with an equal or smaller error. Errors are also be calculated individually at the three codon positions and for transitions and transversions separately as a way to estimate if errors are minimized at individual codon positions and for transition or transversion.
Phylogenetic analysis
To explore biological basis of evolutionary learning, we infer early evolutionary events during the origin of SGC using molecular sequences of contemporary aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRSs) and tRNAs from the model bacterial species Escherichia coli. We download aaRS sequences from EcoGene (http://www.ecogene.org/), the online database of E.coli K-12 gene sequences (Zhou and Rudd, 2013) . The aaRSs are subdivided into two classes according to a structure-based classification (Nagel and Doolittle, 1995 bootstrap support (<0.7) are collapsed and the tree is rooted at the midpoint. All phylogenetic trees were plotted using the APE package on the R and RStudio platform (Paradis, 2012).
We use phylogenetic autocorrelation to test co-diversification of aaRS and tRNA sequences with their cognate amino acids. Phylogenetic autocorrelation is a measure of association of a variable with a phylogeny, in the same way as spatial autocorrelation measures influence of a variable by geographic distances (Gittleman and Kot, 1990; Moran, 1950) . The same statistics is employed for both purposes with one based on geographic distances and the other on tree distances. We use the gearymoran function in ADE4 to calculate Moran's I with an amino acid index (e.g., polarity) and obtained its statistical significance with Geary's randomization protocol (Dray and Dufour, 2007) .
Results
Two sources of error minimization in SGC
There are a total of 263 pairs of amino-acid encoding codons that differ by a single base. These codon pairs could be categorized into six types according to the position of the differing base and whether it is a transition (A/G or C/T) or transversion (A/C, A/T, G/C, or G/T). Transitions occur more frequently than transversions, known as the ti/tv mutational bias. When the error magnitude (measured by e.g., amino-acid polarity; Table 1 ) between two codons in SGC are plotted for each of the six categories, it is apparent that mutations at the 3 rd codon position cause the least errors, followed by the 1 st codon position and then by the 2 nd codon position (red boxes in Figure 2A ). This is largely due to codon degeneracy by which multiple codons code for the same amino acid. results in only a minor shift in amino acid polarity (by 0.157 standard deviation; Table 1 ). This pattern of error reduction indicates that SGC minimizes errors caused by mutations at the 1 st and 3 rd codon positions in addition to codon degeneracy at these positions. At the 2 nd codon position, although there is neither codon degeneracy nor significant error reduction relative to the random code, transitions cause significantly less errors than transversions (p=1.3e-3).
In sum, two sources of error minimization in SGC are identified from this analysis: (i) SGC significantly reduces mutation errors at the 1 st codon position and transversion errors at the 3 rd codon position and (ii) at the 2 nd and the 3 rd codon positions, errors by transitions are significantly minimized relative to those by transversions. These two rules are used to construct a codon wheel that minimizes evolutionary distances between codons (Figure 1 ).
SGC co-minimizes errors in amino acid polarity, hydrophobicity, and volume
We test the overall errors of SGC relative to random codes for the four major amino acid indices (Table 1) . Results indicate that SGC significantly minimizes errors in polarity (p=0.010), hydrophobicity (p=0.011), and volume (p=0.048), but not iso-electricity (p=0.648) ( Figure 2B ). The co-minimization of polarity and hydrophobicity is not surprising since these two indices are significantly anti-correlated, according to a principle component analysis of the four indices (not shown).
Hopfield-optimized genetic codes
We use Hopfield networks to search for optimal genetic codes with the goal of assessing the possibility that SGC may have originated by a similar self-learning process. First, we obtain optimal codes by minimizing the total distance measured by a single parameter. For example, a total of 856 valid paths are generated from a run of 2500 rounds of simulations using amino acid distances determined by polarity. Indeed, the polarity errors of the simulated codes decrease significantly relative to the random codes and the mean error rate is close to that of SGC (-2.0 standard deviation from the mean error of random codes) ( Figure 3A ). The errors for hydrophobicity, volume, and iso-electricity of simulated codes are incidentally reduced. Adding volume as an extra distance parameter has similar error-reducing efforts to all four indices while the decrease in volume is the largest (-3.0 standard deviation from the mean error) ( Figure 3B ). Continue by adding iso-electricity as the 3 rd parameter, the simulated codes improve upon the random codes for all three measures of errors ( Figure 3C ). Finally, including all four parameters results in simulated codes optimized for all parameters ( Figure 3D ).
It could be concluded from these simulations that Hopfield network optimizes genetic code in a highly responsive manner depending on which and how many indices are included in the distance function. Further, considering the large iso-electricity error rate of SGC (0.3 standard deviation greater than the random error, Figure 2B ), we reject the hypothesis that SGC evolved by optimizing errors in isoelectric point. Indeed, it is most parsimonious to conclude that SGC evolved by minimizing the polarity error alone, with reduced errors in hydrophobicity and volume as incidental consequences ( Figure 3A ). This hypothesis is supported by the fact that optimization with respect to hydrophobicity or volume alone result in poorer match of errors between SGC and the simulated codes (not shown).
Next, we search for simulated codes that are more optimal than SGC by plotting the error rates grouped by individual codes (Figure 4 ). One such code with all four errors less than -2.0 standard deviation away from the mean random errors is identified and its codon assignment is visualized with a codon wheel ( Figure 1B ). This Hopfield-optimized code is more optimal than SGC in that, e.g., all
non-polar amino acids are mapped to codons with the 2 nd codon position being a purine (A or G).
Furthermore, all positively or negatively charged amino acids are mapped to codons with the 2 nd codon position being a thymine (T). Most significantly, genetic codes similarly or more optimal than SGC are not a rarity but emerge readily from a Hopfield network (Figure 4 ), suggesting that SGC is likely suboptimal in error minimization.
Phylogenetic autocorrelations between macromolecules and their cognate amino acids
So far we have shown that SGC is an unsurprising (and indeed suboptimal) outcome of a Phylogenies of contemporary tRNA gene sequences show a general monophyly of iso-accepting tRNAs (i.e., tRNAs recognizing the same amino acids) although codon recruitments from different tRNA clades have occurred ( Figure 5C ) (Saks et al., 1998) . Further, significant phylogenetic autocorrelation of tRNA with hydrophobicity of cognate amino acids supports that expansion of iso-accepting tRNA groups to all twenty amino acids involved similar tRNAs recognizing physio-chemically similar amino acids ( Figure 5C ).
Together, the phylogenetic associations observed in contemporary translation systems -the association between similar aaRS sequences and physio-chemically similar amino acids and the association of similar tRNAs with the same amino acids -are sufficient to confer an accurate mapping between 20 amino acids and 64 codons. The specific binding between the two macromolecules themselves (aaRSs and tRNAs) -the other pair of molecular recognitions -do not seem to have evolved through correlated phylogenetic co-diversification considering a lack of apparent association between aaRS classes and tRNA clades ( Figure 5 ) (Nicholas and McClain, 1995) .
Discussion
This study is motivated by the proposition that algorithmic learning could lead to self-optimized, adaptive, and robust living systems even when natural selection is absent (Valiant, 2013; Watson et al., 2016) . Using the origin of genetic code as an example, we show that it is indeed plausible for an error-minimizing genetic code to emerge through a Hebbian learning process without natural selection playing a role at system levels.
TSP representations of genetic code
Our algorithm for finding optimal genetic codes consists of two main steps. In the first step, we formulate code optimization as a combinatory optimization problem of finding the shortest paths traversing the 20 amino acids and the translation stop signal. This Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) interpretation of the genetic code lends itself to be solved with the Hopfield neural network (Bout and Miller, 1989; Hopfield and Tank, 1986 ). In the second step, we map the optimal tour positions emerged from the Hopfield network to a circular sequence of codon -a codon wheel (Figure 1 ) -that are based on two biological constraints. The first constraint is codon degeneracy for assigning 20 amino acids to 64 possible codons. The second constraint is a bias towards more transitions than transversions in DNA mutations. Note that although we construct the codon wheel by following these and other constraints present in SGC (e.g., the codon degeneracy decreasing in the order of 3 rd , 1 st , and 2 nd codon positions and the size distribution of synonymous codon blocks), there is no guarantee that optimized genetic codes emerged from the Hopfield network would be as optimal as SGC. This could be seen in randomly permuted codes, most of which have higher error rates than SGC although generated with the same set of constraints including codon-degeneracy, transition/trasnversion bias, and the size distribution of synonymous codons (Figure 2 ). More tellingly, plenty of codes optimized by the Hopfield network and mapped to codon wheel show higher error rates than SGC (Figure 3 ).
Together, these two algorithmic steps (one computational, one biological) allow us to establish that genetic code as optimal as SGC emerge quickly and non-selectively with Hebbian learning as the algorithmic principle operating within a set of biological constraints. It is conceivable that these two steps could be combined into a single TSP algorithm. We have represented the genetic code as a 64 amino acids (with repetition)-by-64 codons TSP and set the distances between the same amino acids as zero. In practice, however, optimal codes emerged from such a Hopfield network turned out to be not strictly comparable to SGC (and its random permutations) since the size distribution of synonymous codon blocks was not preserved. One way of preserving the codon block size distribution in SGC is to number the codon blocks sequentially according to a codon wheel (Figure 1 ) so that a 21 amino acid -21 codon block TSP could be constructed. This representation would be equivalent to the two-step algorithm we used since the "SGC address" of a codon is precisely the position of the codon block containing this codon in a codon wheel.
Phylogeny recapitulates self-learning
The close analogy between an optimal genetic code and an optimal solution to TSP is not incidental, but due to the fact that both are manifestations of the Hebbian learning rule: an optimal tour of the cities is realized by traveling proximal cities in proximal tour positions, and an optimal genetic code is similarly realized by mapping similar amino acids to similar codons (Stoltzfus and Yampolsky, 2007) . The Hebbian rule does not guarantee global optimum but does lead to locally stable shortest paths (Bout and Miller, 1989; Hopfield and Tank, 1986; MacKay, 2003 ).
Hebb's rule enhances connections between neurons with correlated activities and weakens connections between uncorrelated neurons. Mathematically, the rate of increase in the weight (wij) of connection between two neurons (i and j) with positively correlated (r) activities xi and xj could be expressed as: ⁄ ~ ( , ) (MacKay, 2003) . This simple organization principle allows individual neurons to self-organize through auto-association, giving rise to a robust system capable of creating, storing, and retrieving a stable representation ("associative memory") of an external pattern (e.g., an image) as shown by the example of a Hopfield neural network (Hopfield, 1982) . Similarly, incremental co-diversification among aaRSs, tRNAs, and amino acids creates phylogenetic auto-correlations between gene sequences and amino acid physio-chemistry ( Figure 5 ), giving rise to an effective and robust internal genetic representation (e.g., aaRS & tRNA sequences) of an external environment (e.g., amino acid physio-chemistry). In this sense, the gene phylogeny itself represent a molecular analog of the Hebb's rule, which may be phrased simply as "similar paralogs bind similar amino acids".
Mathematically, the phylogeny-based learning rule could be expressed as:
where Lij is the phylogenetic distance (i.e., tree length) between two paralogs and d(AAi, AAj) is the difference (in e.g., polarity) between two amino acids they respectively bind. The stability of the protein translation system is maintained by the large and ever expanding phylogenetic distances between, e.g., Class I and Class II aaRSs or subclasses of tRNAs, creating an essentially digital and highly discriminating representation of amino acids that is SGC.
The Hebbian interpretation of the origin of SGC is consistent with the codon capture hypothesis, which posits that primordial codon expansion followed a phylogenetic path of minimum changes in amino acid physio-chemistry or exchangeability (Davis, 1999; Osawa and Jukes, 1989; Stoltzfus and Yampolsky, 2007) . Extrapolating from the analysis of aaRS and tRNA gene phylogenies and the codon capture hypothesis, we propose that a gene phylogeny among paralogs represents a Hebbian learning process whenever a molecular system rises from co-diversification of gene sequences and gene
functions. For such a system, while natural selection is critical for maintaining functions of individual genes (e.g., sub-functionalization with increasing discriminating power among aaRS and tRNA paralogs), it is not necessary that natural selection operates at system levels through competition among alternative systems.
Broader implications
Molecular systems and pathways consisting of diversifying paralogs are not limited to genetic code and its supporting molecular machinery. In fact, genome and gene duplications coupled with subsequent neo-functionalization or sub-functionalization are a powerful, pervasive, and predominant mechanism of evolutionary innovation at genome levels (Graur, 2015; Ohno, 2013) . Duplicative origin of α-and -hemoglobin genes in a vertebrate ancestor has led to the tetraheteromeric organization of the hemoglobin molecule conferring novel regulatory capacities for binding oxygen and carbon dioxide molecules (Graur, 2015) . Duplication and subfunctionalization of homeobox genes, which encode transcription factors responsible for body patterning during development, have been associated with body plan diversification in bilaterian animals (Holland, 2015) . Vertebrate olfactory sensing system consists of species-specific, rapidly evolving members of a gene family encoding odorant receptors that detect environmental chemicals in generalist, specialist, and combinatory fashions (Graur, 2015) .
Besides allelic polymorphisms, shifting gene expressions among a repertoire of duplicated surface antigen genes allow microbial pathogens such as Trypanosome and Borrelia to evade host innate and adaptive immunity (Norris, 2014; Taylor and Rudenko, 2006) .
In each of these cases, a complex adaptive molecular system has evolved from incremental phylogenetic co-diversification between genes and gene functions. It is not surprising that systems directly involved in biotic and abiotic interactions consist of the largest and most rapidly evolving repertoire of duplication genes. The Hebbian interpretation of the origin of SGC and other molecular systems hints a general phylogeny-based learning algorithm for generating an efficient and accurate mapping between an organism's genome and its living environment, without natural selection playing a significant role at system levels. Further, the Hebbian interpretation suggests computationally efficient ways in TSP and Hopfield networks to represent a molecular system digitally, predict its evolutionary trajectory, and improve its performance with a synthetic system.
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including Perl/Python/R codes for simulated annealing, Perl codes for random permutation of genetic codes, and
Perl codes for calculating fitness of a genetic code. a Raw values were obtained from (Haig and Hurst, 1991) and normally scaled indices are in parenthesis. Stop signal was excluded from normalization. These indices are not independent from each other, as shown by a principal component analysis (not shown).
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b Stop signal, assigned values that are statistical outliers (least polar, most hydrophobic, largest in volume, and most negatively charged) so that its distances from amino acids are greater than the distance between any two amino acids. to minimize the number of transversions, which has a greater evolutionary distance than transitions. Base cycling is the fastest at the 3 rd and the slowest at the 2 nd codon positions, reflecting the decreasing evolutionary rates in the order of the 3 rd , the 1 st , and the 2 nd positions. With these rules, the codon wheel represents the shortest mutation path and is analogous to the time dimension in a Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). At the 4 th ring, the 20 amino acids are colored physio-chemically according the legend in the center. At the 5 th ring, amino acids are colored by a continuous scale of hydrophobicity indicated in the bottom (Casari and Sippl, 1992) . (B) An optimal genetic code generated using a Hopfield network that minimizes polarity and volume errors. This simulated code is more optimized than SGC in e.g., displaying more consistent amino acid physiochemistry for the bases at the 2 nd codon position: all "-A-" codons code for hydrophobic amino acids, the majority of "-G-" and "-C-" codons code for hydrophilic amino acids, and all "-T-" codons code for charged amino acids, with "AT-" coding for the two negatively charged amino acids and the rest coding for positively charged amino acids. In SGC, codons encoding the three positively charged amino acids (H, K, and R) are separated by large mutation distances. These error distributions show SGC significantly reduces mutation errors for polarity (p=0.010), hydrophobicity (p=0.011), and volume (p=0.048), but not for isoelectric points (p=0.648).
Figure 3. Hopfield network minimizes code errors for any given amino acid indices
We constructed a 21-by-21 TSP and searched for the shortest paths traversing the 20 amino acids and the stop codon (21 "cities") using Hopfield neural networks (see Methods). Distances between the "cities" were determined by either polarity alone (top row), or a combination of 2, 3, and all 4 parameters (other rows). Valid paths (number in parenthesis) were mapped to the codon wheel resulting in simulated genetic codes. Each simulated code was calculated for average single-mutation error rates based on each parameters (EQ 4). All error rates were normalized according to the mean and standard deviation of random codes (as in Figure 2B) and their distribution were shown as density plots. The Hopfield network is highly responsive to changes in distance function, as seen by a decrease in errors in the parameter(s) included in the distance function. Since these parameters are not entirely independent (e.g., polarity and hydrophobicity are anti-correlated), errors in some excluded parameters were incidentally reduced. While it is possible to obtain codes optimized for all four parameters (bottom row), the most parsimonious codes with errors similar to SGC errors are generated with the Hopfield network that optimizes for polarity alone (top row). amino acids provides the biological basis for modeling the origin of SGC as a Hebbian learning process and is thereby called "phylogenetic learning". Note a lack of apparent association between aaRS classes and tRNA clades, which suggests that while diversification of each gene is driven by recognition to amino acids these genes do not drive each other's evolution.
